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ENGLISH: 1883-1983 
By J. F. S. Smeall 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH : 1883-1983 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA 
by J . F . S . Smeall 
Large empires are less favorable to true 
philosophy than small independent 
states. . Our separate states , jealous 
of the literary reputation of each other . 
. will critically pry into the merit of 
every new system and opinion. 
Literature will flourish in America . 
. Literary institutions are forming all 
over the continent. 
David Ramsey 
4 July 1778 
The University's Department of English has continued for a century . It has , 
however, been a shape-changer, taking from time to time shapes that earlier or 
later might be thought foreign to its nature . · Still , such tolerant shape-
changing over the years may reflect efforts to make the Department a more 
comfortable niche, and more broadly , perhaps, even to make the State a more 
comfortable context ; hence this history . 
From the start the Department certainly knew of similar efforts by other de-
partments at other institutions in other "separate states." In each there had 
been and were efforts to adapt a traditionally national, often religious, hence 
stateless pedagogy to more local , stately contexts as each state entered the 
Union. In a Territory not yet a State, the University's earliest student paper 
reported January 1887 : "The courses of study mapped out by the faculty . . . 
are in all essential respects similar to the literary , scientific , and normal 
courses in good universities and normal schools . " 
More significantly, however , the two hundred and twenty or so teachers , who 
over the century would work within the Department, came from some seventy-
five different, and at times very different colleges , universities, or normal 
schools . What each individual brought to the innumerable faculty and committee 
meetings, where definition of the Department's nature was the usual order of 
business, was a sustaining memory of educational experiences at other institu-
tion s previously known . The Department thus came indeed to "pry into the 
merit" of many different systems and opinions . At constant meetings individ-
uals were indeed jealous of the literary reputations that had given them profes-· 
sional identities . 
Thus one might expect over the years a constant and considerable incidence of 
cultural discomfort within the Department . Almost from first-opening 8 Septem-
ber 1884 such seems to have been the case . During most of 1884-1885 the 
University's "instructional force" consisted of four teachers . They had quite 
different professional identities. W. M. Blackburn was from Hanover College, 
Indiana, and Princeton Theological Seminary, New Jersey; W. Merrifield was 
from Yale College , Connecticut ; H . Montgomery from Victoria College and 
Toronto College , Ontario ; and E. S . Mott from Trenton Normal College and 
Newton Collegiate Institute , New Jersey , as well as from the Philadelphia Con-
servatory of Elocut ion and Oratory , and a Bryant and Stratton Business 
College . During that first year three of these four : Blackburn, Montgomery 
and Mott, were the teachers in the "English branches . " 
Symptoms of cultural uneasiness soon appeared. Blackburn, Merrifield and 
Montgomery agreed to deny Mott a full role in determining institutional p6licies. 
Mott , in turn , complained of an unfair work-load due to the policies . Expres-
sions consequent upon the ensuing tensions sketch out roughly the nature of 
the uneasiness . Policies designed to cope with it were to give an unchanging 
core to the shape-changing Department even to its present times ( 1982) . 
Blackburn , Merrifield and Montgomery had made up and administered entrance 
examinations . It might be assumed, in the circumstances, that these were quite 
standard and hence sacred . One result , however , was that not one student 
who applied for admission to the University that Fall was admitted ; all were 
relegated to a primary or preparatory or sub-preparatory department. As a 
consequence most students in most branches became Mott's responsibility. By a 
very rough indexing of weekly teaching loads during that first term, 
Blackburn's comes to 4 . 272 , Merrifield's to 4 . 277, Montgomery 's to 8 . 820 , and 
Mott's to 20 . 368. 
Some relief of this imbalance was afforded Mott after 19 September by 
Blackburn's taking over a section in English Grammar and one in Reading, and 
by Mott 's being allowed to consolidate certain sections in Arithmetic , Reading 
and Spelling . Nevertheless continuing tension hints of other causes of uneasi-
ness . A report of workload was asked of Mott and submitted 15 October 1884. 
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It reported 32. 5 scheduled hours of work per ·week : 19 . 5 hours of teaching, 
and 13 hours supervising study . Blackburn's language in endorsing the report 
is interesting . He wrote : 
The Faculty adopt this as its report from the lady instructor, except 
--the i tems pertaining to the supervis ion of "Study hours"--such 
supervision not being peculiar to her department , not being required 
by the Faculty , and not extending over students whose studies are 
pursued in other rooms than her classroom, and under other super-
visors. 
By adopting a lady instructor's report as its report, was the Blackburn-
Merrifield-Montgomery faculty reserving a right not to adopt disagreeable 
reports from lady instructors? Two weeks before they had asked her to 
report, but to omit "wants and recommendations . " And one wonders too about 
supervision "not being peculiar to her department," since she had been speci-
fically employed "as an Instructor who should also have oversight of the young 
ladies of the University as an advisor." 
During second term (5 January--13 April) C . E . Smith was hired as student 
teaching assistant to handle twelve hours of instruction in the Primary Depart-
ment, and Mott's teaching load was thus balanced at ten hours (roughly equiva-
lent to Montgomery's) of instruction in Arithmetic, Geography, Reading, 
Spelling, and in Elocution . This last course is the one of interest here . No 
such course had existed during first term . Smith was hired and Mott's load 
apparently reduced as of 21 January 1885. Did Mott upon the reduction intro-
duce the course? 
On 29 January 1885 the Blackburn-Merrifield-Montgomery faculty resolved: 
"That hereafter no classes shall be formed nor students classified without the 
consent of the Faculty ; and that all members of the instructional force be 
notified of this action . " But Mott was the only teacher needing notification, for 
she was the only one not at the framing of the resolution and not a student . 
To put Mott's elocution course into a broader frame, note that The Century 
Magazine began publishing Henry James' novel The Bostonians in February 
1885, with its disturbing portraits of oratorical women facing the tensions and 
seeking an etiquette for a public as well as a private way of living. Note that 
a need for a non-courtly , egalitarian etiquette in public language had been an 
unavoidable corollary of the American Revolution . Note too that at the Univer-
sity that January an oratorical-debating-literary society was formed; and that of 
it a member and the editor of the first student paper wrote : "The NEWS 
believes that if the Adelphi is to be a success . . . the lady stud en ts must rally 
to the rescue." And in December 1891 another student editor wrote, with some 
unconscious ironies perhaps: 
In regard to girls in debate--though the great majority never will 
have occasion to use their persuasive or reasoning powers on the 
platform , all will need them in private life . The detection of error, 
self-control, power of gracefully accepting defeat, toleration of the 
opinions of others , a keen and clear intellect, together with many 
other qualities developed by debating are just as valuable to women 
as to men . 
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On 12 March 1885 the Blackburn-Merrifield-Montgomery faculty set out to ascer-
tain whether Mrs . Mott was meeting "the class in Elocution oftener than twice a 
week." On 17 March the y sought an explanation of "'the hours of practise' 
referred to in her communication . " On the 18th she was to be informed "that it 
is the wish of the Faculty that the class in Elocution shall meet for teaching, or 
practise, or both, only twice per week, and one hour at each session . " 
Historically the Department's "Freshman Comp" program, that was started 
principally by E . S. Mott, has clearly been cultural crux. Its courses, floating 
'twixt high school and college, have been deemed so important that all Univer-
sity students for a hundred years have had to pass through them yet so 
unimportant that teaching them has regularly been relegated to "secon_d-class" 
citizens of "the instructional force," to "lady-instructors," or student assist-
ants, or catch-as-catch-can outsiders . Although disliked by most studnets as a 
ceremonial bore, by most teachers as an aimless drudgery, and by many admini-
strators as too expensive , instruction "in the English Branches" has continued 
without much change through twenty-five student generations: bits of gram-
matical etiquette , bits of proper reading , artificial discussion of cultural fads, 
occasional exercises with library aids, and always "English Composition through-
out the entire course . " 
In nature the program may seem to have always been a normative one in the 
etiquette of the public language to be used in the States of the Union . Its 
'etiquettish' nature may be inferred from the fact that examinations to divide 
students into 'honors ,' 'ordinary,' and 'bonehead' or 'dumbbell' sections 
regularly put more females than males in 'honors , ' and more males than females 
among the 'boneheads . ' For fifty years , moreover , after Mrs . Mott, Matrons, 
Preceptresses and Deans of Women charged with overseeing sexual etiquette at 
the University were regularly "lady-instructors" in the program as well . 
However it will not do to the simplistic . The crux is a real one . In a federa-
tion of dispersed States, filling with diverse immigrants, committed to an egali-
tarian politic, and separating churches and State, an etiquette for language 
that approved of keen, clear , simple tolerant communication might seem ob-
viously in order, and a teaching program to establish such an etiquette almost a 
prime need . But clear ideas of such an etiquette, and of ways to establish it , 
were not at hand . They were being and are being created . Each State of the 
Union is a new thing culturally . 
And there was at hand an interfering language program that seemed to but did 
not answer the need, one that asked little further expense of creative or 
analytical energies , one already brought down to the "second-class citizens" on 
"the instructional force," already reduced to inexpensive rote teaching, to 
"Hints for Teachers," by centuries of Romanized hacks at work for British or 
European courtiers, a Latinate grammar-rhetoric constantly and habitually 
asserting their noble, high, elegant, lovely, enviable, cultivated, humanist 
station above the vulgar, a program determined to confuse kings with God and 
kingdoms with Heaven, one that did not know how to separate churches from 
the State. 
But to those familiarized by years of training in this etiquette, its language 
might have seemed to offer easy, clear and tolerant communication, and intra-
murally it probably did . "As a member of the Yale faculty , " Merrifield was to 
write , "my intellectual and physical environment for some years had been such 
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as only long generations of wealth and culture can afford . " But Mott's 
environments and purposes had been different from hls. Women were extra-
mural at Yale college until 1969 . 
Blackburn and Mott were gone after that first year . Of those who also had 
taught English , Montgomery and Smith remained . The former had first modelled 
a shape for literary study for the Department . He met two hours per week 
with fourteen students and two hours with twenty-four to work on Oliver 
Goldsmith's "The Traveller" and Thomas Gray's "Elegy--Written in a Country 
Churchyard." The work consisted , he reported, "of class exercises in reading 
and explaining these poems, in analyzing and parsing them, in studying the 
derivation of words , especially those of Latin and Greek origin, and in quoting 
parallel passages contained in other writings . " 
Smith , the Student Assistant , seems the earliest to have shaped the Depart-
ment's creative writing interests . The December 1886 number of the first 
student paper published her short story "Christmas at Averley , " and the 
February 1887 number her poem "My Dream ." Since it measures a Dakota hope 
for Spring (The poem is dated 4 April 1886) , and since it catches too a savor 
of student life before electricity , when students upon admission were issued 
Rochester lamps and oil, a few quatrains may be cited. 
Over my books I was poring one night, 
In the quiet and peace of my room ; 
Round me the lamp shed its soft rays of light, 
But it left the far corners in gloom . 
Slowly the walls change to far away hills, 
Where the blue haze of distance lies soft ; 
Green grows the carpet and sweet music thrills 
On my ear from a robin aloft . 
Life, breath and being my rocker assumes , 
And my pony I fee l in its place! 
How my heart laughs as impatient he fumes 
And so wistfully begs for a race . 
Look on the valley from which we have come. 
See how level it stretches away ! 
Hills all around it, some near us and some 
Far beyond, where Sheyenne waters play . 
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Look now before us . A lake greets the eye--
Minnewaukan--"The Great Spirit's Lake." 
Blue are its waters, its waves often high , 
When the tempests their wrath o'er it shake . 
Now it is quiet and calmly serene. 
It is wooded with trees round the shore . 
Green rolling prairies lie smiling between 
From the hills to the breaker's dull roar . 
But a literary shape for work in the "English Branches," as distinct from a 
grammatical-rhetorical shape, really began with the coming of H. B . Sprague in 
October 1887 to teach Rhetoric and English literature . His thought was that 
"the supreme object of the public schools is to enable and dispose the young to 
be valuable members of the body politic." But his activities make it clear that , 
while he judged an educat ion in literature to be necessary to the accomplishment 
of this "supreme object," he did not judge 'gerund-grinding' in the classical 
tongues to be an education in literature . Here British and American 'public' 
schools differed . Both sought to prepare "valuable members" for their bodies 
politic, but these bodies politic and hence their schools differed radically . 
In the first place comparisons show that the 1886-1887 Merrifield-Montgomery 
Arts Course gave thirty percent of the required class hours to Latin and Greek 
studies and ten percent to English studies , while the next 1887-1888 Sprague 
Arts Course giving the same precentage of hours to Latin and Greek , gave 
eighteen percent to English. Secondly Sprague introduced a Letters Course, 
that students might choose , which gave twenty-seven percent of the required 
hours to English, but only four percent to Latin and Greek . Some cultural 
discomfort as between Merrifield, the teacher of Latin and Greek, and Sprague 
may be suspected. 
Other changes occurred . In the Letters Course four required hours using 
translations from Latin , Greek and Hebrew began . Readings in the pleasantly 
melancholy acceptance of elitism by Gray and Goldsmith gave way to the more 
disturbing analyses of it by Shakespeare . The earliest hints of interest in 
American texts appeared. Emerson's late , confused exercise in praise, his 
essay on .Shakespeare in Representative Men , was to be read , as well as , 
curiously , Daniel Webster' s "Speech on the Presidential Protest," which attacks 
centralizing executive encroachments on the rights of Senators elected by and 
rep re sen ting State Legislatures of the Union . 
Today the work in English at the start of the nineties seems oddly out of focus 
or extracurricular . In 1890-1891, we learn that a "term system," asking 
students to pass a "term" or class hours with teachers , has just been intro-
duced, and we realize that earlier , students might arrive a few weeks before 
examinations, cram in a few subjects , take the exams , and get credit for 
courses of the curriculum . 
The student paper notes too that lamp chimnies in Chapel Hall needed cleaning . 
There all students had regularly to "display their elocutionary powers" in what 
were called "Chapel Rhetoricals." But these were rehearsed on the floor above, 
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in the Museum, where "the impassioned eloquence of the undergraduate made 
the dry bones of the Mound Builders rattle and the skeleton clap its hands . " 
But did this humor cover discomfort with contrasts between religious 'chapels' 
and scientific 'museums ,' or worries about separating chapel and state, or did it 
cover an uneasiness about females delivering "Rhetoricals"? Thirty percent of 
the students were female . Perhaps the "dry bones" that rattled were male ; the 
skeleton that clapped , female . 
And the student paper's editors petitioned to have "original work on The 
Student accepted as an equivalent for one original production in rhetoricals 
each term," --a hint that the "English Branches" might take a journalistic 
shape .· Students belonged, moreover , to "societies for literary culture, but 
oddity shocks , when we learn that : 
In estimating the merit and scholarship of students, full credit is 
given for the faithful performance of society duties, whether in 
debate, declamation, essay-writing or otherwise. 
The University's work in the "English Branches" thus seems to have then been 
oddly extracurricular. 
After H. B. Sprague's departure in 1891, his Letters Course ended, and the 
Arts Course continued with its thirty percent Latin-Greek, eighteen percent 
English proportions . And when, by the 1890-1891 Merrifield catalogue , the 
University's work was first organized into "Departments of Study," English did 
not even appear as a department or sub-department . Its work was still 
extracurricular, still preparatory or sub-preparatory , a teaching in the 
"English Branches" done by the University's matron , by a local pastor, and by 
a student just graduated . 
The following year (1891-1892) a "Department of English" first appeared in the 
catalogue . An idea of "the aim and scope of the instruction" in it may be had 
from the following explanation . 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
A . F . BECHDOLT, Professor 
RUTH HOPPIN , Instructor 
Owing to the fact that the Science of English Grammar is studied 
principally in the Sub-Preparatory class , candidates for that class 
must have some knowledge of grammar . Lyte's grammar or some 
equivalent will be completed during this year . Scott's Lady of the 
Lake, and Hawthorne's The Great Stone Face are read during the 
year as additional work , and compositions are written in connection 
with this reading . 
During the First Preparatory year, the analysis of difficult construc-
tions , practical work in sentence and paragraph formation, and in 
composition writing receive much attention . Chittenden's Composition 
is used as an aid in the above work . Goldsmith 's Deserted Village, 
two sketches from Washington Irving , and Macaulay's Lays of Ancient 
Rome, are read for the work in literature . 
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During the Second Preparatory year there is much practice in 
writing, Williams' Rhetor ic being used as a collateral study . Milton's 
Lycidas , Longfellow's Evangeline, and Macaulay's essay on Warren 
Hastings are read. 
Throughout the Preparatory Course the work in English is designed 
to teach the principles of the language and to make a practical 
application of these principles in speaking and in writing. English 
and American authors are studied as a means of learning the struc-
ture of the language, and as a means of acquiring a correct taste and 
right habits of reading . They furnish material for essay writing and 
are of value as culture studies. 
In the College classes English masterpieces are taken up as literature ; 
higher rhetoric is studied; some knowledge of the history of the 
language is obtained , and outlines of the history of English literature 
receive attention , the great periods receiving special care. Rhetorical 
exercises are required throughout the course . The work of the 
College classes by years will be as follows : 
FRESHMAN YEAR--SCIENCE COURSE 
First term, five hours . The Prologue and the Knight's Take, with 
readings and lectures on the period of Chaucer . 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Both sections , third term , five hours . Higher rhetoric with essay 
writing. · 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Second term , four hours . The study of Shakespeare and the de-
velopment of the English drama. 
SENIOR YEAR 
First term, both sections, four hours . Outlines of English literature, 
supplemented by collateral reading and lectures on the great periods. 
So it was then conceived that properly the Department was to contribute chiefly 
to the Preparatory classes . It was also to be part of the Science Course of the 
curriculum, rather than of the Arts Course . Its emphasis was to be on "the 
Science of English Grammer," on "practicai work in sentence and paragraph 
formation" and "practice in writing , " and on "acquiring a correct taste . " And 
A. F . Bechdolt, who joined the University's Matron, in teaching such matters, 
had done post-graduate in the chemical and metallurgical laboratories of 
Lafayette College , had taught Natural Science at Mercersburg College, and for 
ten years had been Superintendent of Schools at Mankato, Minnesota . 
Bechdolt left in 1895 , and for two years thereafter the University's Matron or 
Preceptress Hannah Dav is seems alone to have done the Department's teaching . 
In 1897 V. P . Squires began his thirty-three years of teaching . During those 
years curricular shapes changed, within which students were to work. The 
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odd extra-curricularism of activity in the "English Branches" diminished as 
programs defined themselves ever more sharply within a departmental organi-
zation of the University. 
Courses in "Magazine Writing" and "Journalism , " for example, were developed, 
then the possibility of a major or minor in Journalism as distinct from one in 
English , and then in 1922-1923 Journalism became a distinct department . 
Similar but much more complex cultural developments occurred in the curricula 
of public speaking and drama . Involved here were long-elaborated tensions 
between Pulpit, Lectern and Stage. A constitutional decision was separating 
the. ministry of the pulpit from the tax-supported lecterns of pedagogy in state 
universities . And for centuries vulgar stage activities had gone on within 
schools and colleges despite opposition from the ministry. Charges of godless-
ness had consequently been brought against the tax-supported public institu-
tions of education, and countercharges of haughty fanaticism against various 
religious sects, but most validly according to Thomas Jefferson, against 
Presbyterians and Jesuits, who, in his words, "Systematical in grasping at an 
ascendancy over all other sects . . . aim . . . at engrossing the education of the 
country . " 
History and irony are 'in natur kissin' cuzzins.' A plan at the University of 
Virginia to ease disconforts · due to such charges, and reported by Thomas 
Jefferson , was apparently brought to Merrifield's attention in the late 1890's by 
the University of Wisconsin's Richard Ely . As a consequence the University 
and a Methodist college at Wahpeton entered into an "affiliation' agreement , and 
Wesley College, across the 'Avenue' from the University, came into being in 
1905 . 
In the 1902-1903 catalogue the English Department's announcement had stated: 
"The work in elocution is carried on in connection with this department." In 
1905 James E. Boyle, who was teaching in the University, published his 
"Co-operation of Denominational Schools and the State Universities . " He had 
been a student with Richard Ely and in his article he printed the memorandum 
of "affiliation . " It stated that in Wesley College , "Instruction in .. . elocution 
may be given if desired , and appropriate certificates granted . " And by the 
1920's the Department's announcements would state : "Work in Wesley College 
(Expression , or the Literature of the Bible) will be accepted as counting on the 
major up to a total of 8 hours . " · 
Yet over those same years a centuries-old element of the training for the 
ministry, the required , though extra-curricular Chapel Rhetoricals ( "held after 
the chapel exercises each morning of the college year") came to an end, and 
courses in the more secular forms of public speaking developed, as a glance at 
the following Time Schedule of 1915-1916 will show . 
Courses Periods 
ENGLISH 
1-2 Advanced Rhetoric , 8 . . . . . 
Sec . A 1 . . . . . 






M-303 . ... Mr . Doak 
M-201 . .. . Miss Fulton 
Sec. C 3 . .. . . 
Sec . D 3 . ... . 
Sec. E 4 . .. . . 
Sec. F 6 ... . . 
3 Argumentation and Debate, 4 4 .. . . . 
4 Public Address, 4 . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . ... . 
3a-4a Public Address for Law 
Students, 4 . . . ..... ..... . . . 
5 Magazine Writing, 2 .. . . .... . 
6 Journalism, 2 . . . . .......... . 
G7-8 Greek Literature in 
English Translation, 8 .... . 
8 English for Engineers, 4 .. . . 
9-10 Short Story Writing, 4 . . . 
11 Old English Literature, 4 . . 
13-14 Shakespeare , 8 .. ...... . 
15 Rise of Romanticism in the 
18th Century, 4 .. .. .... . . . 
16 Chief English Poets of the 
19th Century , 4 . ...... . .. . 
19-20 English Seminar, 4 .. . . . 
21-22 Interpretative Reading, 2 
23 Development of Drama, 4 .. 
24 Modern Drama, 4 . ........ . 
29-30 English Novel , 4 . .. . .. . 
101-102 Theory and Practise 
6 .... . 
1 .. .. . 
1 .... . 
6 ... .. 
4 .. . .. 
3 ... . . 
6 .. . .. 
5 .... . 
2 ... .. 
2 ... .. 
5-6 .. . 
1 .... . 
3 ... .. 
3 .... . 







T Th .. . 
T Th .. . 








s . .... .. 
W F .... . 
TWThF .. 
TWThF 
T F ..... 
M-110 .... Mr. Squires 
M-201 . ... Mr . J. A . Taylor 
M-208 .... Mr . Koch 
M-303 . ... Mr. Doak 
M-307 . . . . Mr . J. A . Taylor 
M-307 .... Mr . J . A . Taylor 
Law Sch 'l Mr . J. A. Taylor 
M- 307 . ... Mr . J. A. Taylor 
M-307 .... Mr . J. A . Taylor 
M-208 . ... Mr. Hult 
M-304 .. .. Mr . Doak 
M-303 .... Mr. Doak 
M-110 . .. . Mr. Squires 
M-110 . .. . Mr. Koch 
M-110 .. .. Mr. Squires 
M-110 . . .. Mr . Squires 
M-110 .. .. Mr . Squires 
M-307 .... Mr. J. A. Taylor 
. ....... . Mr. Koch 
. . .... . . . Mr. Koch 
M-303 . . .. Mr. Doak 
of English, 4 . . .... ... ... . 1. . . . . M T . . . . . W-108 .. . . Miss Twamley 
31-32 Technique of Drama, 2 Hrs . to be arranged 
But to add to the cultural complexities, the theses and antitheses within such a 
Time Schedule, one should note that in 1926-1927, when a distinct Department 
of Public Speaking was formed , it announced not only secular courses like 
"Argumentation and Debate" or "Interpretive Reading," but also courses even 
more secular like " Play Presentation" and "Stage Drama--Continental." · Over 
the years within the English Department a voice-to-ear curriculum of inter-
locking courses in elocution , forensics , and theater had somehow already 
developed. 
In 1930 F . H . Koch (riming with watch) recalled first coming to the Department 
in 1905. He remembered that , having then asked what kind of plays had been 
presented at the University, a student had replied , "Last year at Commence-
ment, we did The Merchant of Venice up-to-date." And when he asked 
further, "Up-to-date !--What is that/" the student had added, "Oh, we had lots 
of hits in it on the Faculty ." Yet Koch found that this exchange had been 
significant for his own cultural development, for he consequently came to ask, 
"Why shouldn't drama be up-to-date--about the life we live and the people we 
know?" And though an Emersonian or Romantic bias led him away from the 
people's lives that he actually knew, viz . , those of the Faculty, the exchange 
did lead him to a long productive effort at the University and at the University 
of North Carolina to establish a "New Folk Drama ." 
In 1908-1909 Koch was on leave in Europe. Maxwell Anderson matriculated and 
did his required "Comp" with the Preceptress Ella Fulton . And major changes 
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in the Deparbnent's curriculum went into effect, dividing its work into two 
parts : -- I. Rhetoric and Public Speaking, a performance orientated, voice-to-
ear program; and II, Language and Literature, a graph-to-eye, reading-and-
research program. In 1909-1910 Koch returned. In Part I he taught "Comp" 
and a "Public Speaking" course wherein students were asked " to present effec-
tive scenes from dramatic exercises on Art principles . " In Part II he taught 
"Early and Elizabethan Drama. He also started a Sock and Buskin Society and 
before it Anderson gave a talk on "The New Theater." 
The next year Anderson passed Koch's course through Shakespeare. He re-
fused to wear academic regalia (a nice word) to his Commencement, and for its 
festivities he wrote The Masque of Pedagogues, ancestral mask or masque to his 
later New York Masque of Kings and his unstaged "Masque of Queens . " The 
Masque of Pedagogues offers , as the student said, "lots of hits ... on the 
Faculty . " Two brief exceprts, perhaps maliciously excerpted, will give some ot 
its savor. 
Prof . Koch : -- ---
Enter Prof . Koch and three ~ maidens . 
(Adjusting ~ flower in his buttonhole) 
How pastoral it will be ·to hold class here on the greensward! Come, let 
us sit down here in a charmed circle and commune together upon the 
beauties of Nature and our immortal William , --our dearest Shakespear . .. 
Prof . Koch: 
Prof . Koch : 
Oh, Prof. Koch, I do think that is just too lovely! 
Oh , so do I. 
And I. 
My artist's soul must have appreciation. You shall all get A for 
today's work . 
We shall betake ourselves to another part of the sylvan shades! 
(He ~ about to lead his ~ maidens out at the ~ when Miss 
Fulton comes !!!..t. mee ting him . ) 
Preceptress Fulton : Why, Mr. Koch , I thought I knew you better than this! 
Prof . Koch : 
Haven't you any conception of how unseemly it is for you to 
be strolling with these little girls from Davis Hall without 
even your wife along for chaperon? ... 
But, Miss Fulton, --I --1 
Preceptress Fulton : Oh, I know your tricks and your manners! You'll try to 
tell me it was nothing more than an innocent little class 
held in the woods. I shan't say much to you; but wait till 
I get these young, supposed-to-be ladies home . .. . I should 
be able to trust my juniors . . . here are girls whom I've 
taught to walk in the proper manner, on the ball of the 
foot instead of the heel, whom I 've taught never to sit on 
the grass in an unseemly fashion ... And after all this , they 
go out into the woods alone with a Professor. You have 
undone all my labor of three years . 
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In 1917-1918, Koch's last year with the Department , F . L . Rickaby came to 
teach therein too. He was to take over Koch's classes the following year . But 
that Fall term he and bis wife wrote (The Christmas Spirit , ~ Poetic Fantasy in 
Two Acts, " "as work in the University course in Dramatic Composition , at the 
time under the guidance of Professor Frederick H . Koch ," and at Christmas , 
The Dakota Playmakers (formerly the Sock and Buskin Society) produced the 
play . In February the same society produced three original student plays , one 
written seventeen years before (1901) by Vilhjalmar Steff ans son. This parodied 
the stage-English of heroic , courtly tragedy and associated the parody with 
"Prexy" Merrifield . It presented a student invasion of his home. An excerpt 
will give an idea of its mode. 
Gr : What if Prexy should come home tonight 
And catch us here? What then? 
Bo : Dog on it , Grass, 
You haint scared are you? 
Drink this . 'Twill brace thy courage up a bit 
And bring thee fairy visions in thy dreams! 
Gr: Ab, 'tis a pleasing draught! It seems to soothe 
My tense and o'erstrung nerves . So let us then 
Compose ourselves awhile ; ere we retire. 
Bo: Let it be so . I know no better thing 
Than a song to sooth the nerves 
Chor: 
(Bo . sings . Gr . joins in the refrain . . ) 
I 'll sing a little ditty; 
How, in an ancient city, 
Dwelt a kitty, and a fiddle, and a cow; 
And the cat , she was so pretty, 
And the fiddle was so witty; 
And they used to spark each other , 
And say mean things of the cow . 
This was , 0 long ago--
Many, many moons ago; 
When the cat and the rat , 
And the mouse and the bat 
Were friends and lived in a stove-pipe hat 
That was slightly out of fashion 
Bo : But the cow , she was so sprightly, 
One evening she leaped lightly 
O'er the moon as it was rising in the east. 
The dog first marvelled greatly, 
Then laughted immoderately 
At the most amusing antics 
Of the longicaudate beast . 
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Chor: This was , 0 , etc . 
Bo : The romance of the story 
I shall now lay before ye , 
And you'll draw your private moral, 
If you please ; 
Chor : 
For an aged dish of sev'nty 
And a coy spoon of twenty 
Absconded and were married 
By a Justice of the Peace . 
This was, 0, · etc . 
And this song, the play tells, contains "A moral tale that teaches that we 
cannot/ Put trust in coy grace, or staid , decorous age, "--neither in coy 
maidens or staid, decorous, aged professors . 
That year (1918) in July, and just days before a farewell dinner for Koch, The 
New ~ ~ Masque of the Future . . . Designed and Written . . . as ! Patriotic 
Ritual for Pembina County, North Dakota by a student of the Department, was 
"performed in the Village of. St . Thomas in the out-ofdoor theatre by three 
hundred community players representing all parts of the county . " And on her 
title page the writer-producer Margaret Plank Ganssle would cite words by Koch 
that he had written four years before: 
If community drama can stir the imagination of the people to do such 
things for themselves , surely cooperative liberty should flower ere 
long in a fairer state than any we have yet known . 
A later poet of the Department , however, would assess the effects of student 
work therein less optimistically . Remembering a past that held Depression 
years, and un-American years after World War II, he has written of student 
work : 
Wild talk, and easy enough now to laugh. 
That's not the point and never was the point . 
What was real was the generosity , expectant hope , 
The open and true desire to create the good . 
Now, in another autumn , in our new dispensation 
Of an ancient, man-chilling dark, the frost drops over 
My garden's starry wreckage . 
But then was a different country, though the children of light, 
gone out 
To the dark people in the villages, did not come back ... 
The Department's performance-orientated , voice-to-ear activities went on after 
Koch's departure . In 1921 , the Tercentenary of the Pilgrim landing, four 
related student plays, that had been entered in an annual Arneberg competi-
tion, were staged by the Dakota Playmakers, and afterwards brought to print 
in Boston . In 1922 junior ch~pters of the Playmakers were started, and by F . 
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L. Rickaby's departure in 1923, chapters existed in Cooperstown ( 1112), 
Dickinson (4122), Valley City (4681), St. Thomas (500), Oberon (--), Hunter 
(424), Jamestown (6627), Bisbee (500), and Grafton (2512) . Since some mini-
mum of population is needed to maintain localized, non-itinerant theatrical acti-
vities, I have entered the 1920 populations in parentheses . Note that in 1924 
What Price Glory by Maxwell Anderson (Sock and Buskin, 1910-1911) and 
Laurence Stallings opened in New York City, population 4,766,823 in 1920. 
Note too that during the Koch-Rickaby years the movies, by a new, photo-
graphic way of dispersing drama, were radically changing the ways of the 
theater, and the ways of American etiquette, especially in rural towns of the 
States . 
In 1925-1926 the English Department's teaching was quadrimodal, consisting of: 
I. Courses in Composition, II. Courses in Public Speaking, III. Courses in 
Literature, and IV . Courses in Literature Designed for Graduates and ( ~ 
Permission) for Seniors Whose major Study ~ English . But the next year 
things changed with the establishing of a separate Department of Public 
Speaking . The secular, voice-to-ear courses in forensics and oral interpreta-
tion , and the sociable, performance-orientated drama courses, went over to the 
new department. This shifted the English Department's teaching towards the 
unsociable, graph-to-eye , reading-and-research modes of work : --read texts, 
doze lectures, say little, take exams . Chapel Rhetoricals were long gone, but 
nevertheless the related "Advanst [ sic] Rhetoric" course remained in the 
Department, to be soon named "Freshman Composition . 11 The drama courses 
that were left were reading courses that sampled or surveyed printed texts; 
and significantly, though the Department's one creative writing course was 
called "Dramatic Composition," it did not pass over to the new department. 
The department's new shape affected a complex mesh of cultural activities 
involving the University's graduate program with the State's high schools and 
its immigrant families. The University had first announced organized post-
baccalaureat work in 1894-1895 . But for twelve years the English Department 
as a department announced no courses for graduates , although it did regularly 
announce courses for preparatory or high school students. In 1906-1907, 
however, it deleted these courses, which thereupon passed to the Teachers 
College and its just organized Model High School; and therewith for the first 
time the Department announced : "Graduate students desirous of working in 
this department will arrange for special courses by consultation with Professor 
Squires . 11 
Graduate studies were not then as departmentalized as today, nor were resi-
dence requirements as restrictive. In that mesh and interplay of cultural 
purposes a particular case may illustrate the situation. In 1907-1908 a wife and 
husband both received Master's degrees from the University . Both were so 
involved in high school work, that they must have been allowed to prepare 
their degrees in absentia, at leas t in great part. Hers , by report , was in 
English, but no regular courses for graduates were to be offered in that 
Department until the following year . His , by report, was in Economics, but a 
Department of Economics and Political Science was yet to be . Her thesis was A 
Manual for Use in Connection with the Masterpieces of the First Three Courses 
in English Required ~ the State High School Board in their Bulletin Issued 
August , 1907 . His was titled The Sources of the Income of the Public Schools 
of the State of North Dakota . 
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Two observations and a question may be offered. First, both these theses were 
"Stately," in the nonce sense of the term used here. Second, both today would 
be classified as theses in Education . And third it may be asked: "To what 
degree did cultural energies work among students, especially among older 
students aware of matters outside the academic cloister, matters in absentia, 
matters among the rusticated? Today a bronze plaque dedicates a Graduate 
Study Center in the University's library to the woman just mentioned; and the 
man was elected North Dakota's Superintendent of Public Instruction on a 
Non-Partisan League ticket in 1916. 
Upon the shift in 1906-1907 towards graduate teaching two "lady instructors" of 
preparatory courses resigned . Ella Fulton then came to teach students "Fresh-
man Comp," and women students "to walk on the ball of he foot instead of on 
the heel." And Martin Ruud came as well , who had just gotten his first 
post-baccalaureat degree from the University with a thesis relating Old Norse 
literature to English literature of the 18th and 19th centuries. These two with 
Squires and Koch were then the "instructional force" of the Department . 
It may be supposed that Ruud's thesis germinated somewhere within the State's 
Scandinavian communities . Neither Squires nor Koch seem to have had an 
abiding interest in Scandinayian letters . And during his graduate year Ruud 
had translated with Waldemar Westergaard a pre-Ibsen, frenchified, Danish 
comedy by Ludvig Holberg ( 1684-1754) , which had been staged in the original 
language in the Metropolitan Theater, Grand Forks, North Dakota, during a 
festival that mixed ethnicity, "stately" politics, and immigrant nostalgias; and 
Ruud had seen the translation published by a Mimer club of the University , a 
club interested in Scandinavian drama and literature . 
In 1908-1909 the University Committee on Gradute Instruction changed . A 
music teacher in Wesley College , a teacher of Latin , and one of Greek or Ger-
man were replaced by another of Latin, one of History, and one of Education . 
The new committee urged graduate seminars upon the "instructional force," so 
the Department announced its first regular course for graduate students, an 
"English Seminar," to be taught by Squires. And one cultural consequence of 
this was that Martin Ruud came to the ethnically ambiguous work of teaching 
Squires' courses in American literature . Years later Ruud would transl.ate a 
collection of Norwegian emmigrant ballads . 
The "English Seminar" was to continue with changes of title, teachers, and 
focus to present times (1982) . Squires taught it as a traditional seminar 
wherein "intensive study is made of a single author, or of some interesting 
literary problem . " Other graduate courses developed from it--on Browning, 
Chaucer, Milton , or alongside it--on the Development of Drama, Elizabethan 
literature, Old English , and even one called Dramatic Composition, the first to 
give graduate credit for creative writing . 
But when the Department gave up its theater and forensic courses in 1926-1927, 
it re-focussed and split its seminar into one in English and one in American 
literature . Two years later R . S . Forsythe began teaching the one in English 
as "a study of the methods and materials of research . " Next, in 1938-1939 , 
this seminar too was split, into Fall and Spring sections. The Fall section, to 
be taught by M. A . Beede , was to continue the reading-and-research concern 
for bibliographical methods . The Spring section was returned to being a more 
traditional seminar in English literature, now to be team-taught by M. A. 
Beede, H. A. Doak and H . H. Russell . But proportions had changed. As 
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against one semester given to the English seminar , the American seminar was to 
have two semesters , to be team-taught likewise, by Beede, Doak, Russell and 
H. F . Jones. 
M. A. Beede had begun teaching in 1921-1922, but as a "second-class citizen" 
on two counts. First, Beede's studies had been done wholly within the State . 
And though it is not clear why having one's degrees from the University should 
count against one's career at the University, it does seem to do so. To offer 
"inbreeding" as explanation is to use a perjorative metaphor Crom biology that 
merely forestalls understanding. Teaching is not breeding. Was the University 
ashamed of its own teaching? Did it fear advanced students familiar with its 
"instructional force," who, within that force, would compete like young males 
for the perquisites of their elders? Or did less overt feelings push students 
towards other institutions in other states, that would "critically pry" into their 
values? 
Secondly, M. A . Beede was a woman. How this counted against her pro-



















































Dollars per month for a school year . 
RANK SERVICE 
Asst p 14th yr . 
Asst p 15th yr. 
Asst p 16th yr . 
Asso p 17th yr. 
Asso p 18th yr. 
Asso p 19th yr . 
RANK SERVICE 
Instr 6th yr . 
Asst P 7th yr . 
Asst P 8th yr. 
Asso p 9th yr . 
Asso p 10th yr. 
p 11th yr. 
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Beede : MA , UNO ; PhD , Boston U . Russell: MA, U of Minnesota ; 
PhD, UNO. 
A curious imbalance seems to have followed upon the re-focussing of 1936-1937. 
A shift congenial with cultural conservatism, from performance-orientated, 
extramural work in the towns of the state towards research-orientated, intra-
mural work within a somewhat "stateless" elite of letters, did occur; yet the 
shift came somehow to giv e more seminar hours to American than to British 
literature, and to give a preponderating influence over such hours to a woman. 
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M. A. Beede was performance conscious . As early as 1927-1928 she had formed 
"a local writer's organization" called the Quill Club, and in 1934-1935 it began 
publishing The Shaft, a magazine which a naive student called "the first 
literary tradition~ the University . 11 Tom McGrath studied contemporary 
literature with Beede, and he wrote for and edited The Shaft . Of the mesh of 
cultural forces then in play he would later write in his appreciated peom Letter 
to !!! lmmaginary Friend : ---
And under the hysteria of the time, its blind comittments, 
Is the talk and electric whisper of the power 
Loud in forgotten counties [my emphasis] where the poor 
Sharpen their harps and axes in the high shine of the dark. 
That was our wintry idyll, our pastorale of the cold. 
The train whistle for the journey, the smoking stacks for power, 
And in every country the need and will to change . 
0 landscape of romance, all iron and sentiment 
Under the prose of snow . 
Later, coursing the black yards of the campus, 
We heard the dead cry out from the long marble of sleep--
The old heads of the past, a-dream in their stony niches, 
Above their Latin wisdom--
Being classical--
In the teeth of the northwest wind . 
But by 1948-1949 winds of doctrine began to redress the just mentioned im-
balance by increasing the role of a Latin-based, Tudorphile, European philology 
in the Department's graduate program . A third "Seminar in English and 
American Literature increased British literature's share of seminar time from a 
fourth to a third . Courses were added : "Readings, 11 specifically in British 
literature as well as American , courses in Old English, Middle English, and 
Beowulf, as well as one called "Studies in Shakespeare. 11 And similar under-
graduate courses giving graduate credits were added . 
In 1952-1953, moreover, the new "Seminar in English and American Literature" 
was changed in title and focus to a more philological---ot"seminar in the English 
Language," possibly to answer influences from an antithetical Summer Institute 
of Linguistics, Inc. of Glendale, California that had just been established at the 
University . For even the 'etiquettish,' normative, "formal grammar" of the 
Freshman Composition sections was facing a challenge. In one textbook con-
sidered for use in those section Charles Fries bluntly wrote : 
The challenge of "formal grammar" which this book on English struc-
ture offers , makes no compromise. From the viewpoint underlying 
this study, the principles , the procedures , the definitions of "formal 
grammar" are unsound . 
But here two complex data structures should be considered . First, a peda-
gogical G . D. Holstine of the College of Education in 1951 had initiated a move 
to bring a branch of the Summer Institute of Linguistics to the University. He 
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had once directed teacher education at Minot State Teachers College, then had 
done the same at the University of Oklahoma, and he was, like Emma Mott, an 
active Baptist. In an article of 1962 in The North Dakota Quarterly entitled 
"The New Grammar and Freshman English," the author would write: 
Pedagogically. . the "new grammar . . . aims to educate students in 
the richness of language rather than in the stigmata of gentility. 
Students are given data about social usages, but are left a responsi-
bility for their own usage . In this way, the "new" grammar avoids 
boring some students who are richer linguistically than the average , 
and antagonizing others by implying that they or their parents are 
ignorant and stupid when they are simply non-genteel. 
Second , from 1744 on an unbroken succession of American institutions had 
coordinated studies of the non-literate Amerind languages spoken through the 
Territories and States of the Union . From this coordination had come a distinc-
tive American linguistic largely observational in method , hence non-normative 
and tolerant, and thus largely anti-thetical to courtly, elitist, normative 
philologies . An it was this linguistic that came with the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics to the campus in 1952, even as the Department announced its 
philological "Seminar in the English Language . " By the 1970's J. C. Crawford 
had moved from the Summer Institute to teaching in the Department as well, 
and not only courses in linguistics and Amerind languages , but courses in 
poetry and poetics to graduate students . 
But in May 1966 there was brought to the State's governor-appointed, senate-
approved Board of Higher Education a proposal for a doctoral program in the 
English Department. There had been hints of Federal funds to aid such pro-
grams. The board asked for further information and a Departmental committee 
prepared a report urging chiefly a "stately" need at teachers colleges, junior 
colleges, state colleges and universities of a multi-state region for more 
teachers having a second post-baccalaureat degree . In June the Board 
approved a doctor-of-philosophy program for the Department . However in 
February 1967 it tabled action on additional courses to support the program. 
The State's Executive Budget Office through the Governor had eliminated such 
courses from the Governor's funding proposals to the State Legislature. 
Studies within the program nevertheless began after many discussions among 
teachers and administrators of quite different professional identities. To date 
(1982) the program has brought nineteen s tu den ts to doctoral degrees, with 
theses directed by R . A . Caldwell (University of Chicago), B . Christensen 
(University of Southern California), B. L . Collins (University of New Mexico), 
R . W. King (University of Iowa), N. D . Kinghorn (University of Nebraska), R . 
W. Lewis (University of Illinois), C. M. Linkle tter (University of Iowa), B. 
O'Kelly (Harvard University), J. F . S . Smeall (The Johns Hopkins University). 
Originality has often been asked of students seeking their second post-
baccalaureat degrees. But in English departments particularly the term 
originality may have two rather distinct references. It may refer to originali-
ties in the study of past texts, or to originalities in the produc tion of new 
texts . And within their institutions of education princely courts long ago chose 
to honor originalities of the first sort as the less dangerous and disturbing. 
The "noblest" originalities, "worthiest" of the "highest degrees" of "elite" 
status, became those deriving from within an archive of "classical" texts. 
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Honoring these became a habit of courtly etiquette and language that in many 
ways constrained the older, European, 'ivy-league' philology . 
It is consequently noteworthy that , after a curiously federalist, multi-state 
origin , five of the program's nineteen theses should involve originalities of the 
second sort , those creating new, possibly disturbing texts . And consider too 
that teachers whose students seek 'creative' originalities will sense different 
responsibilities than those whose students seek ' research ' originalities . One 
doesn't judge a novel by its bibliography . Thus again within the Department 
thesis was meeting antitheses . 
And the antithesis came to be reinforced. For in 1970 the current face or 
literature began to appear at the University with the Department's annual 
sponsorship of Writers' Conferences arranged by J . R . Little. Each Spring 
these would stir again the brews in the antithetical 'creative' pot . Secondly in 
1972 the re-focussing of 1926-1927 was partially reversed . For a rather 
non-courtly drama , too widely dispersed to be fully elitist, came back to the 
Department when D . W. Mccaffrey moved from Theater Arts to English to teach 
'film' courses there. 
But we have reached matters of current memory , so this brief, uneasy, biassed 
history should close . It has dealt with the Department chiefly as an institu-
tion, a social structure having complexities beyond te scope of any individual 
consciousness within it. So of necessity some aspects or it have escaped 
understanding and even notice, especially since its shape-changing for a hun-
dred years has been embedded within a broader drama. One Founding Father 
Banjamin Rush wrote in 1786 : 
/ 
Most of the distresses of our country, and of the mistakes which 
Europenas have formd of us, have arisen from a belief that the 
American Revolution is over . This is so far from being the case that 
we have only finished the first act of the great drama. We have 
changed our forms of government, but it remains yet to effect a 
revolution in our principles , opinions, and manners so as to accommo-
date them to the forms of government we have adopted . 
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APPENDIX I: A BIBLIOGRAPHIC NOTE AND ACHNOWLEDGEMENTS OF HELP . 
The materials upon which this account of the English Department is based are 
housed in the University's Chester Fritz Library , especially in its Department 
of Special Collections. Most useful have been a complete sequence of University 
Catalogues, an incomplete sequence of Course Time-Schedules, a complete 
sequence of the University, or by change of title , the Educational News , I, 
1-12 (September 1886--September 1887, but no issue for October 1886), the 
sequence of the Dakota Student (1888-1982), and of the yearbook Dacotah 
(1903-1981) . 
Three earlier efforts to organize the archival materials into histories of the 
University exist . Earliest was V . P . Squires' series of articles in the Quarterly 
Journal, XVII, 2-- XIX , 2 (July 1927--January 1929) . E . F. Chandler upon his 
death left manuscript materials for a "sixty-year history, 1884-1944 . " And in 
1958 the University Press published Louis G. Geiger' s excellent University of 
the Northern Plains . These have helped me with ideas, judgements, analyses 
and leads to the raw data . 
I wish to thank the present staff of the Department of Special Collections, Dan 
Rylance, Audrey Kazmierczac):l and Colleen A. Oihus for help and fun . In the 
English Department I wish to thank Lucy Holweger , Ursula Hovet, Norton 
Kinghorn , R . W. Lewis and Gloria Yorek. 
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J. F . S . Smeall 
20 July 1982 
APPENDIX II. TEACHERS IN THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT, 1884-1982 
This roster is incomplete and probably occasionally in error. It derives from annual or bi-annual University 
catalogues and from an incomplete set of course time-schedules . 
Dates of service are from year of first term to year of last term . Gaps are not noted . Blanks before a later 
degree usually mean a lack of data about earlier degrees; blanks after an earlier degree usually mean that a 
later degree was not obtained or was obtained after service at the University. 
In abbreviation : U . = University of. . . . or University; C. = College of . . . or College. 
Name 
Aaker , B . 
Aas, L . H . 
Allen, J. 
Anderegg , M . A . 
Anderson, G . A . 
Babcock , E. J . 
Barnhart, T . T . 
Bass, L . 
Beard, M. 
Bech dolt, A . F . 
Beede, M. A . 
Bennett, R . M. 
Bethke, F. J . 
Bina, C. 
Black, M. E. 
Blackburn, W. M. 
Boen, G. 
Bohanan-Carnes, V. 
Boland , S . 
Borden , W. V . 
Boyson , C . H . 
Brennan, M. R . 
Brooks, J . B . 
Brooks, 
Buller, G . M . 
Caldwell . M. E . 





























. . . 
Baccalaureate and post-baccalaureate degrees: 
1st 2nd 
U. North Dakota 
S . W. Missouri C . 
U. Michigan 
U . Calif . Los Anglees 
U. Minnesota 
U. South Dakota 
U . North Dakota 
Layf ayette C . 
U . North Dakota 
Northwestern U . 
U. of North Dakota 
Hanove r C . 
U . North Dakota 
Columbia U. 
Columbia U. 
U. North Dakota 
U . Chicago 
Colorado C. 
Yale 
Drake U . 
Ohio State U . 
Franklin-Marshall C . 
U. North Dakota 
Northwestern U . 
U . Indiana 
North Dakota State U . 
U . North Dakota 
U . Denver 
U. California 
U . North Dakota 
U. New Hampshire 




Boston U . 
Princeton Theological 
Seminary 
Emory U . 
U . Pennsylvania 
U . Nebraska 
U. Chicago 
Name Dates of Baccalaureate and post-baccalaureate degrees: 
Service 1st 2nd 3rd 
Callahan. E. F. 1956-1957 
Cape , J . 1946-1966 Carleton C . u . North Dakota 
Christensen, B . 1974-1982 u . Sou them Cal. 
Chute, E . J. 1977-1982 St . Vincent C . PA u. Minnesota u . Minnesota 
Cloetingh, A. 1916-1917 u. North Dakota 
Cockerill, D . 1957-1960 u. Iowa u. Iowa 
Collins, B. L . 1969-1982 u. California SB u. Connec ticut, St. U . New Mexico 
Collins, K 
Compton, C.H . 1908-1909 u. Nebraska 
Conkle, E . P. 1923-1926 u . Nebraska U . Nebraska 
Cons tans , H . P. 1923-1924 Carleton C 
Conway, J . 1970-1973 Trinity C . (Dublin) 
Conway, R.H . 1961-1962 Pennsylvania s. u. Pennsylvania S. u. 
Cosulich, G. 1912-1913 Tulane U . 
Cox, J . E. 1930-1937 Oakland City C . u. Indiana u . Michigan 
Cox, J. H. 1901-1902 Harvard U . 
Crawford , J. C . 1969-1982 U . Michigan U. Michigan u . Michigan 
Dakin , D . 1927-1928 Colorado State U. 
~ Daniels, D . E . 1962-1963 Vanderbilt U. Davis , H. 1892-1897 Earlham C . 
Davis, S . F . 1961-1963 Randolph-Macon C. Yale U. 
Dawson, G. E. 1926-1927 Oberlin C. Cornell U . 
Decker, C. 1924-1926 Carleton C . 
Deflyer 
Dickson, A. 1912-1913 
Doak, H . A. 1913-1946 Haverford C . Harvard 
Doak , M. A. 1924-1946 U . Missouri 
Donaldson, S . M. 1978-1982 State U. NY Buffalo State U . NY Buffalo u . Connecticut 
Donovan, M. E. 1903-1906 Carleton C 
Duder, C . 1979-1982 
Eades, D . 1971-1982 Luther C. u . Kansas 
Eades, J . u. North Dakota 
Ellington, V . B . E . 1957-1960 s. W. Missouri C. 
Emig, G . 1966-1972 Ohio State U . 
Enziger, P. 1927-1929 U . Washington 
Erickson, J . E . 1912-1913 St. Olaf C. u . Chicago 
Evangelist, 
Faigley, L . L . 1977-1980 U. Washington 
Name Dates of Baccalaureate and post-baccalaureate degrees: 
Service 1st 2nd 3rd 
Feinstein, G . w. 1936- 1948 u. North Dakota u. North Dakota 
Flanagan, J . T . 1928-1929 U. Minnesota U. Minnesota 
Flint, D . 1981-1982 U. North Dakota 
Forsythe, R . s. 1926-1933 Lincoln C . Columbia U. Columbia U. 
Foster, E. 1939-1941 u . Pennsylvania Harvard U . 
Fouts 
Fox, s . G . 1930-1931 U. North Dakota 
Fulton, E. L . 1906-1923 Kalamazoo C . 
Gallant , G. 1972-1975 U. New York-Bingh 
Garwood, I. 1918-1919 Harvard U. 
Geiger , H . w. 1946-1949 u . Iowa u. Minnesota 
Genereux, J. 
Gidmark, J . B. 1973-1978 
Gidmark, J . H . 1972-1977 
Gimmes tad, H. 1926-1927 St. Olaf C. Harvard U . 
Glassheim, E . 
Glassheim , P . 
Gray, M. 1967-1969 u. North Dakota 
N Greenleaf, W. 1919-1920 
.i:. Grinnell, R. E. 1929-1931 U. North Dakota u . North Dakota 
Griswold, L. 1922-1926 Oberlin C . 
Hale, E. L . 1946-1968 Missouri Valley C . 
Hale, R . 0 . 1938-1974 Northwestern U . Northwestern U. 
Hancock, J. L. 1962-1967 u. Pennsylvania 
Hampsten, E . M. 1966-1982 Arizona State U . Montana State U . u. Washington 
Hampsten, R . F . 1966-1982 Oberlin C . Western Reserve U. u . Washington 
Handy, W. J. 1975, 1978 
Hatch , G . 1966-1969 u . Indiana 
Hawkinson, J. R . 1924-1926 Carleton C . 
Herrick, D . H. 1928-1930 u. Kansas 
Hippe, B . 1967-1970 
Hoppin, R. 1890-1892 Oberlin C . u. Michigan 
Hove, J . 1945-1946 
Hudson, L. P . 1977-1978 
Huebner, W. V. 1953-1954 U . Minnesota u. Minnesota 
Hughes, D. J. 1936-1944 U. -Nebraska u. Nebraska 
Hulley, K . 1981-1982 
Johnson, K. 1978-1979 
Johnstone, B. M. 1928-1957 u. North Dakota u . North Dakota 
Name 
Johnson, B . J. 
Johnson, E. P . 
Johnson , F. L. 
Jones, H. F. 
Jones, J . K. 
Kay, E. V. 
Kelsey , A. V. 
Kenney, W. 
Kertz, J. V. 
Kitzman, F. R. 
King, R. W. 
Kinghorn, N. D . 
Kjerstad, A. 
Koch , F. 
Koprince , S. 
Kroeger, F . P . 
Kuhar , J . E. 
Kulisheck, C . L . 
Kunst , A. E. 
Larson, V. A . 
Latiolais, F. M. 
Laycock, M. J. 
Leventer, M. 
Lewi, W. G. 
Lewis, R. W. 
Linkletter , C. M. 
Little, J . R . 
Liu, S. S. 
MacGibbon, A. 0. 
Main, B. 
Mansfield, L . 
Marshall, David F . 
Marshall, R. C . 
Macnie , J. 
Mc Caffrey, D. w. 
McAllister, H. S. 
McCarthy, P. E. 















































Amherst C . 
Wittenberg C. 
U. North Dakota 
Boston U. 
U. North Dakota 
U. Minnesota 
Iowa State U. 
Doane C. 











North Dakota S . U. 





Emerson School of 
Oratory 
U. Minnesota 
Amherst C . 
Claremont C . 












U. North Dakota 
Columbia U . 




U. North Dakota 
Yale (hon . ) 
Denver U . 












Notre Dame U. 
Name 
Mezo, 
Moseley, M. M. 
Mott , E . S . 
Murray, D. M. 
Murphy, L . W. 
Muus, J. 0. 
Mynster, M. 
Nels on , C . E . 
Neuhaus, R. L. 




Olson, B . M. 
Oldknow, A . 
Oslund, V. 
Osowski, 
Owens, W. S . 
Palecek, B. 
Pedersen , M. E. 
Peterson, M. C. 





Rickaby, F. L. 
Robertson, D . J. 
Ritter, B. 
Ross, W. 0. 
Roulston, C. R. 
Rundle, B. 
Russell, H. H. 
Ruud, M. B. 
Rygh, G. F. 
Saltus, C. H. 
St. Clair, F . Y . 
Sargent, S. 









































Baccalaureate and post-baccalaureate degrees: 
1st 2nd 
Trenton Normal C. 
Syracuse U. 
U. Wisconsin 
U. North Dakota 
U. North Dakota 
Superior Teachers C. 
U . North Dakota 
Kalamazoo C . 
Oberlin C. 
U. North Dakota 
U . Chicago 
Knox C. 
U. North Dakota 
U. Missouri 
U. Maryland 
Kearney S . C. 
U. Minnesota 
U . North Dakota 
Luther C 
Colorado State T . C. 
Harvard U. 




U . North Dakota 
U . North Dakota 
U. Iowa 
U . Chicago 
U . Chicago 
U . Ediburgh (Scot.) 
U . North Dakota 
U . Chicago 
U . Kansas 
U . North Dakota 
Creighton U. 
U. North Dakota 
Harvard U. 
U . North Dakota 
U . Missouri 
U . Indiana 
U . Michigan 
U . Minnesota 
U . North Dakota 
U . Wisconsin 
Harvard U. 
U. Minnesota 
U . Iowa 
3rd 
New York U. 
U . Washington 
U Arizona 
Harvard U. 
U. North Dakota 
Harvard U. 
Name Dates of 
Service 
Schmidt. T . W. 1946-1948 
Schonberger, E. M. 1923-1931 
Selby, J . R. 
Sheridan , D . P . 
Silling , E . 
Sinha 
Srneall , J . F . S . 
Smiley , E . K. 
Smith, C . 
Snodgrass, 
Sprague , H. 
Squires , E . R. 
Squires , J . D . 
Squires , V . P. 
Stearns, M. 
Steger, 
Stephenson , E . 
Stephenson, M. L. 
Sternberg , V . A . 
Struble , G . G. 
Stuart , W. H . 
Sullivan , H . J. 
T aylor , J . A . 
Toth , E . 
Trask, J . 
Twamley , E . 
Wiener , D. M. 
Wills , J . N . 
Wills, K . 
Wilson , F . A . C . C . 
Wiley , P . K. 
Zabel , A. 
Zink , G . G . 
































Baccalaureate and post-baccalaureate degrees : 
1st 2nd 
U. North Dakota 
Yankton C . 
U. North Dakota 
Fordham U . 
U . Washington 
Bowdoin C . 
U . North Dakota 
Yale U . 
U . North Dakota 
Brown U . 
U . Washington 
U . Wisconsin 
U . Kansas 
Harvard U . 
U . North Dakota 
Amherst C . 
U . North Dakota 
U. Minnesota 
U. Minnesota 
Marquette U . 
Columbia C . of 
Oratory 
Cornell U . 
U. North Dakota 
Johns Hopkins U . 
Yale U. 
U . Chicago 
New York U. 
U . Wisconsin 
U . Kansas 
U . Wisconsin 





U. North Dakota 




Johns Hopkins U. 
U . Illinois 
Washington U. 
Cambridge U . GB 
APPENDIX III: DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT. 
Henry Harding Russel, The Five Chief Works of Isaac BickerstaCC, June 1938 ; 
Henry A. Doak, Chairman of Commit~ - --
Carol J. Falk, The Poetic Vision of Edith Sitwell, June 1970 Ben L . Collins, 
Chairman of Committee. --- - --
Marti J . Brewerton , Henry Fielding's The Mock Doctor; or, The Dumb Lady 
Cured and The Miser: !!_ Critical Edition , August 1971 ; R . A . Caldwell, 
Chairman of Committee . 
Muriel L. Stephenson, A Critical Examination of Oscar Wilde's The Picture of 
Dorian Gray, May 1972 ; Bernard O'Kelly , Chairman of Committee . 
L . Ray Wheeler, Buffalo-Alyce : [a Novel], August 1972, R . W. Lewis Jr., 
Chairman of Committee . 
Stephen Shu-Ning Liu, The Lyrics of Li Yu : A Translation , Analysis and 
Commentary, August 1973 ; Ben L . Collins , Chairman of Committee . 
Clarence Bina, The Literary Achievement of Esquire Magazine During the Great 
Depression , August 1975; Robert W. Lewis, Jr . , Chairman of Committee . 
Mitzi M . Brunsdale, The German Effect ~ Q_. !! · Lawrence and His Works, 
1885-1912, May 1976; Ben L . Collins , Chairman of Committee . 
Edward Silling, Heads of an Answer to Rymer and the Development of Dryden's 
Critical Theory, August 1976; R . A. Caldwell, Chairman of Committee. 
Harold M. Nelson , The Shapes of Ideas : [Peoms], May 1977; R . W. King , 
Chairman of Committee . 
Richard E. Mezo, The Journey to Solipaz : A Study of B . Traven's Fiction, 
May 1978; Ben L . Collins, Chairman of Committee . 
Jill Barnum Gidmark, Melville's Sea Vocabulary : ~ Commentary and Glossed 
Concordance, August 1978 ; J . F. S . Smeall , Chairman of Committee . 
John H. Gidmark, "And Yet But Six-and-Twenty" : Yeats' Collected Plays as ~ 
Reflection of His Moon, August 1978; Ben L. Collins , Chairmen of 
Committee. -
Douglas Carl Gronberg, The Text of Richard Henry Wilde's Hesperia , May 1979; 
J . F . Smeall, Chairman of Committee. ---
Lillie Marie Francis, Night Journey to Meridian and Other Stories , August 1980 ; 
Monte C . Linkletter, Chairman of Committee. 
Clyburn Duder, Thematic Relationships !?etween Hagiographical Relationships 
and the Canterbury Tales, December 1980; B . Christensen, Chairwoman of 
Committee. 
28 
Kenneth Peder Fedders , Vachel Lindsay: The Dispersed and Prepared 
Audience, May 1981 ; J . F . S . Smeall , Chairman of Committee . 
Harry Eiss , Mary and Simon : ~ Novel, May 1982; N . D . Kinghorn , Chairman 
of Committee . 
Dan Landes, 6-Cubicles : A Play, May 1982; Ben L . Collins, Chairman of 
Committee . 
Janice Sphaeth , Over the Horizon of the Years : Laura Ingalls Wilder and the 
Little House Books , Norton D. Kinghorn , Chairman of Committee. 
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APPENDIX IV : ANNUAL WRITERS CONFERENCES SPONSORED BY 
THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 
1ST ANNUAL : "Southern Writers ' Conference on the Arts" 








2ND ANNUAL: "Northern Plains Writers' Conference" 
February 16-19 , 1971 
David Evans 
Roland Flint 





3RD ANNUAL : "American Indian Writers' Conference" 








4TH ANNUAL : "Women in the Arts" 





Sylv ia Wilkinson 
Mary McCarthy 
30 
5TH ANNUAL : "City Lights in North Dakota" 








6TH ANNUAL : "Spirit of the Place" 





N. Scott Mornaday 
Ishmael Reed 
Alice Walker 
7TH ANNUAL : "New Journalism and the Novel" 
March 15-19, 1976 
Truman Capote 
Ed Mcclanahan 
B. J. Phillips 




8TH ANNUAL : "Literature and Film" 








9TH ANNUAL : "The Mirror and the Lamp" 




Ring Lardner, Jr. 
Tillie Olsen 
Eudora Welty 
10TH ANNUAL : "Epitomes, Bombast, and Climaxes" 




N . Scott Momaday 
Grace Paley 
Megan Terry 
11TH ANNUAL : "The Storytellers" 
March 17-21, 1980 


















APPENDIX V : ANNUAL UNIVERSITY FACULTY LECTURES DELIVERED BY 
TEACHERS IN THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 
1955-1956 Series : Margaret Beede, Virginia Wolfe--ln Perspective . 
1959-1960 Series : Foster Y. St . Clair, ~ Great Shakespearean Enigma : The 
Sonnets . 
1962-1963 Series: Robert A . Caldwell , Geoffrey of Monmouth--Prince of Liars . 
1965-1966 Series : John L . Hancock, History and the Living City . 
1966-1967 Series: J . F . S. Smeal! , Hugh Brackenridge's Literary Milieu, 
1771-1782. 
1967-1968 Series: F. A . C . C . Wilson, Gerald Manley Hopkins and His Miserfic 
Vision of Nature . -------
Bernard O'Kelly, A Renaissance View of Death : The "Unsigned" 
Epitaph of_ the Right Honorable Sir Philip Sidney.--
1971-1972 Series : William V. Borden, Black Writers and White Readers : An 
Examination of Literaryllacism . -- ---
1973-1974 Series : Robert W. Lewis, Courtly Love from the Middle Ages to the 
Muddled Ages : My Valentine to You . 
1974-1975 Series : John Crawford, Plain Talk: North Dakota Language . 
1975-1976 Series: Robert King, Un-American Aesthetics Committee: 
for American Poetry . 
The Search 
1976-1977 Series: Norton D . Kinghorn, Mark Twain's "Connecticut Yankee": A 
New Deal from ~ Cold Deck. 
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APPENDIX VI : A LIST OF ALL TEXTBOOKS USED IN THE UNIVERSITY, 
1886-1887, WITH THOSE USED IN THE ENGLISH 
DEPARTMENT DISTINGUISHED. 
Lyte's English Grammar ; Fowler's English Grammar ; Chittenden's English 
Composition ; Hart's Composition and Rhetoric ; Clark's Practical Rhetoric; 
Robinson's Algebra; Wentworth's Mgebra; Milne's Arithmetic ; Robinson's 
Arithmetic; Wentworth's Geometry; Robinson's Geometry ; Richards' Trigono-
metry; Johnston's United States History; Allan and Greenought's Latin 
Grammar, Caesar, Cicero and Virgil ; Geikie's Physical Geography ; Huxley and 
Youmans' Physiology; Swinton's Outlines of History ; Smith's Smaller History of 
Greece; Smith's Smaller History of Rome; Allen's Tacitus, Germania and 
Agricola; Hart's MacLean's Juvenal; Lincoln's Livy; Currie's Horace; Holbrook's 
Pliny's Letters; Jones's Latin Reader ; Jones's Latin Prose Composition; Loomis's 
Calculus ; Dana's Mechanics; Allen's Hadley's or Goodwin's Greek Grammar; 
White's or Jones's Greek Lessons; Boise's Greek Reader; New Testament Greek; 
Boise's Xenaphon's Anabasis ; Merry's Homer's Odyssey; Dyer's Plato's Crito and 
the Apology of Socrates; Keep 's Stories from Herodotus ; Mather's Aeschylus' 
Prometheus Bound; Whitney's French Grammar ; Bocher's French Reader; 
Voltaire's Histoire de Charles XII ; DeStael's L'Allemagne ; Racine's Athalie ; 
Moliere's Les Femmes Savantes; Select modern plays in French ; Whitney's 
German Grammar; Whitney 's German Reader ; Grimm's Marchen ; Lessing's Minna 
von Barnhelm ; Schiller's Wilhelm Tell; Goethe's Tasso; German historical prose, 
selected ; Freeman's English History; Martin' s Civil Government; Andrews' 
Manual of the Constitution ; Fawcett's or Walker's Political Science; Wayland's 
Moral Science ; Sully's Outlines of Psychology; Hill's Jevons ' Logic; Ganot's 
Physics ; Gillet and Rolfe's Astronomy; Clark's Chemistry; Gray's Structural 
Botany; Gray's Manual of Botany; Huxley and Martin 's Practical Biology; 
Nicholson's Geology ; (for reference , Lyell , Geike , LeConte's Elements of 
Geology , and Dana's Manual of Geology) ; Dana's Mineralogy ; Nicholson's 
Zoology ; Orton's Comparative Zoology ; Huxley's Vertebrata; Flower's Osteology; 
Loomis's Meteorology; Jevons' Money and the Mechanism of Exchange; Hewett's 
Pedagogy ; Jebb's Greek Literature ; Sprague's Masterpieces in English 
Literature ; Eliot' s Selections from American Authors ; Sprague's Six Selections 
from Irving ; Sprague's First Two Books of Milton's Paradise Lost; Sprague's 
Sahkespeare's Hamlet , Macbeth , Merchant of Venice; Clarendon Press Edition of 
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales; Masson's Milton's Paradise Lost ; Rolfe's 
Shakespeare's Tempest; Julius Caesar, Henry VIII; Rolfe's Select Poems of 
Tennyson , · Gray , Goldsmith , Minor Poems of Milton ; Hales 's Longer English 
Poems ; the Bible . 
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APPENDIX VII : A LIST OF TEXTBOOKS USED IN THE ENGLISH 
DEPARTMENT, SPRING TERM 1982. 
English 101 
102 
A New Rhetoric, Harper and Row; Autobiography : A Reader 
for Writers , Lyons 
The Writer's Work, Memering, D & O'Hare ; Prose Models, 
Levin, G . 
102N The Writer's Work, Memering and O'Hare; Prose Models, 
Levin ; The Portable North American Indian Reader, Turner, 
F. W. 
152 . 01 The Continental Edition of World Masterpieces, Vol 2, Mack, M. 
et al. 
152.02 
200 . 01 TV : The Most Popular Art, Newcomb, Horace 
200.02 
200 .03 The Catcher in the Rye, Salinger , J . D. ; Where Are You 
Going? Where Have You Been?, Stories of Young America, 
Oates 
200 .04 Final Payments, Mary Gordon; Sum.mer Before the Dark, 
Doris Lessing ; Middle Age, Old Age , Lyell 
200. 05 Middle Age, Old Age, Lyell; Mrs . Dalloway, Virginia Woolf; 
Malone Dies, Samuel Beckett 
203.01 The Elements of Style , Strunk & White; Eight Modern 
Essayists, William Smart; The Writer and Her Work, Steinburg 
207. 01 An Introduction to Language, Fromkin & Rodman; Exploring 
Language , Gary Coshgarian 
209.all Reporting Technical Information , Houp & Pearsall 
209 . 04 Harbrace College Handbook, 
Technical Information; Houp 
Sexist Writing, Miller & Swift 
Hodges & Whitten ; Reporting 
& Pearsall; Handbook of Non-
211.01 Gulliver's Travels, J. Swift; Utopia, Thomas More ; The 
Third Woman , Dexter Fisher 






English 211. 04 Norton An tho logy of Short Fiction, Cassill 
. 05 
.06 
211 . 05 Seven Contemporary Short Novels, Clerc & Leiter 
211.01 Forms of the Novella , Knopf 
.03 
. 07 
211. 07 The Red Badge of Courage and Other Writings, 




217 . 01 
.02 
219 . 01 
252 .01 
302.01 
The Norton Anthology of Poetry (shorter ed-704 pp), Allison 
et al . 
Masterpieces of Drama , Allison , Carr , Eastman, eds .; The 
World of Theatre, R . Corrigan ; The Making of Theatre, If:" 
Corrigan ; Elements of Drama , J . L . Stynan ; Dynamics of 
Drama , Bernard Beckerman ( alternate) 
Art of the Cinema , McCaffrey 
Faust: Sources , Works , Criticism , Bates , ed ; Faust , Goethe ; 
Doctor Faustus , Thomas Mann ; The Heart~e Matter , 
Graham Greene 
The Norton Anthology of English Literature , Vol. II, Abrams , 
et al. 
304 .01 The Norton Anthology of American Literature, Vol. II, 
Gottesman et al. 
308 . 01 MI.A Handbook 
316. 01 The Rivers ide Shakes peare , Evans , ed . 
322 . 01 Famous American Plays of the Sixties , 
Plays , Tennessee Williams 
Clurman , ed . ; Four 
330 . 01 Pride and Prejudice, Jane Austen ; Emma , Jane Austen ; Emma , 
Jane Austen ; Sense and Sensibility, Jane Austen ; Persuasion , 
Jane Austen ; Sanditon , Jane Austen ; The Voyage Out , 
Virginia Woolf ; Mrs . Dalloway , Virginia Woolf; To the 
Lighthouse , Virginia Woolf ; Between the Acts , Virginia Woolf ; 
Moments of Being , Virginia Woolf 
331 .01 The Ring and the Book, Robert Browing; Robert Browing's 
Poetry , Loucks, ed. ; Elizabeth Barrett Browing's Poetry , 
Adams, ed . ; Aurora Leigh and Other Poems , Cora Kaplan, 
introd . ; Flush , Virginia Woolf 
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English 357 . 01 India Song, Marguerite Duras; The Ravishing of Lol Stein, 
Marguerite Duras; A History of Sexuality, Michele Foucault; 
Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Sigmund Freud; Ulysses, James 
Joyce; Sula, Toni Morrison ; The Little Disturbances, Grace 
Paley ; The Balcony, Jean Genet; Good Morning I Midnight , 
Jean Rys; For Colored Girls who have considered suicide 
when the Rainbow is Enuff, Ntozake Shange, Ceremony, Leslie 
Silko; New French Feminism, Marks et al., eds.; Three Lives, 
Gertrude Stein 
367.01 The Surrounded, McNickle, D'Arcy; The Remembered Earth, 
Hobson, Geary; Ceremony, Silko, Leslie; The Dea th of Tim 
Loney, James Welch; Song of Heyohkah, Storm, Hyemeyohsts; 
Story Teller, Silko, Leslie; House Made of Dawn, Momaday, N . 
Scott 
370 . 01 Language in Culture and Society, Hymes, Dell 
369. 01 Democracy, An American Novel, Henry Adams; Education of 
Henry Adams, Henry Adams; Autobiography and Other 
Writings, Henry Adams; Complete Poetry and Selected Prose, 
Walt Whibnan 
405 .01 The Restoration and the Eighteenth Century, M. Price, ed.; 
The Rover, Aphra Behn; Restoration and 18th Century 
Comedy, Scott McMillin, ed. ; A Vindication of the Rights of 
Woman, Mary Wollstonecraft; Tom Jones, Henry Fielding; 
406. 01 Wieland, or the Transformation : Together with the Memoirs of 
Corwin, Brown; The Pioneers, Cooper; The Blithdale Romance, 
Hawthorne ; Moby Dick, Melville ; The American, Henry James; 
The Rise of Silas Lapham, Howells ; The Damnation of Theron 
Ware, Frederic; The Awakening, Chopin; Looking Backward 
2000-1887, Bellamy; A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's 
Court , Twain ; Maggie : A girl of the Streets, Crane 
407. 01 The Hobbit, Tolkien; The Lord of the Rings, Tolkien; The 
Tolkien Reader, Tolkien; The Silmarillion, A Tolkien Compass," 
Jared Lobdel, ed . 
409.01 The Red Badge of Courage, Crane; Grapes of Wrath, 
Steinbeck; All the King's Men, Warren; The Odyssey, Homer; 
The Virgin and the Gypsy, D . H. Lawrence; The Time 
Machine, H. G. Wells; The Loved One , Evelyn Waugh; 
The Collector, John Fowles 
412 .01 Technique in Fiction, 
Fiction, Cassill, ed. 
Macauley; Norton Anthology of Short 
442. 01 The Roots of Modern English, Myers and Hoffmann; Companion 
to the Roots of Modern English , Hoffman and Myers 
511 . 01 Grundrisse (by Marx), McLellan, trans. ; Illuminations, Walter 
Benjamin; Criticism and Ideology, Terry Eagleton; Marxism and 
Form, Frederic Jameson; S/ Z, Roland Barthes; On Dreams 
(Sigmund Freud), Strachey, trans. 
37 
English 511.01 Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious, Freud, Sigmund; 
Fiction and the Unconscious, Simon O . Lesser; Selected Short 
Fiction I ed. , Deborah A. Thomas; Charles Dickens; Yale 
French Studies 55-56 Structuralism, Jacques Ehrmann, ed; 
Revolution and Repetition , Jeffrey Mehlman ; The Language and 
the Self : The Function of Language in Psychoanalysis, 
Anthony Wilden ; Freud's French Revolution, Sherry Turkle; 
Selected Short Stories (trans . Sylvia Raphael), Balzac, Honore 
de; The Interpretation of Dreams (Freud), Strachey, trans. 
520 .01 The Complete Works of Shakespeare, Rihner, Kittredge, eds. 
522 .01 Semantics, Geoffrey Leech 
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